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This study reports on the high-resolution data set of ground-level O3, surface-bound

polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (SB-PAHs), and particle’s number concentrations

(range: 10 to 1,000 nm, referred to as condensation nucleus concentration: CNC) during

a Diwali festival campaign (conducted from 08th to 16th Nov.2015) at Kanpur location. In

this study, we have made an attempt to assess the change in atmospheric composition

and chemistry (based on SB-PAHs, O3, and CNC) during Diwali festival (11th Nov.)

and compared the results with pre-Diwali (08th−10th Nov.) and post-Diwali (12th−16th

Nov.) scenarios. The wind pattern and cluster analysis have revealed a quite similar

feature that from 10th to 16th of November the prevailed winds were north-westerly

(NW). It is noteworthy that NW-winds during post-monsoon season (Oct–Nov) favors

the long-range transport of biomass burning emissions (LRT-BB) from its source region

in upwind Indo-Gangetic Plain (IGP). The influence of LRT-BB emissions at the receptor

site during Diwali and post-Diwali period was reflected by the substantial increase in

average concentrations of PM2.5, O3 and CNC (difference has been ascertained from

a two-tailed t-test). The Lenshchow-type analysis revealed that the firecrackers (FC)

burst and LRT-BB emissions have lead to increase the concentrations of CNC by 54%

and 86%, respectively over the urban background level. On the other hand, the FC

burst and LRT-BB increased the concentrations of O3 by 12% and 31% (over the

urban background), respectively. Lenschow-type analysis revealed that FC burst and

LRT-BB increased the daily PM2.5 concentration by 11% and 36%, respectively over

its urban background level (286 µg m−3). However, the SB-PAHs concentrations were

found to be decreased by 6% and 2%, respectively, during the FC burst activity and

LRT-BB emissions. Based on the observations pertaining to the decrease in SB-PAHs

concentrations from the Lenschow-type analysis and anti-correlation between SB-PAHs

and O3 the heterogeneous-phase chemical reactivity and loss of SB-PAHs has been

inferred in this study.
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INTRODUCTION

Diwali festival is one the major festivals celebrated across India.
It is also known as the Festival of Lights and people celebrate
it with lots of enthusiasm and through cultural activities. This
festival is celebrated on a particular date either in the month
of October or November based on the Indian Vedic Calendar.
However, worsening of air quality on Diwali festival due to
bursting of firecrackers (FC) is one of the major concerns
raised by many researchers (Singh et al., 2010; Joshi et al.,
2016; Ambade, 2018; Izhar et al., 2018; Rastogi et al., 2019).
It is worthwhile mentioning that unlike in the western and
southern parts of India, the air quality in northern part of India
worsens during October–November due to additional input of
pollutants from the long-range transport of biomass burning
emissions (LRT-BB) (Rajput et al., 2011, 2016; Kaskaoutis
et al., 2014; Jethva et al., 2019; Sharma et al., 2019). Thus,
LRT-BB poses a challenge in estimating the emissions due to
FC burst over the urban background emission (manifested
primarily by vehicular exhaust, industrial emission, and soil
dust resuspension) in northern India. The overall pollution
load at any given time over a city site is due to, the emissions
occuring within the urban agglomeration (hereafter referred to
as urban background emissions) and those getting transported
from long distances (e.g., LRT-BB), atmospheric chemistry
resulting into the formation of new compounds, and episodic
emissions (e.g., FC burst on Diwali). To the best of our
knowledge, the quantitative estimate of pollutant’s concentration
only due to FC, after correcting for the contribution
of LRT-BB, has not been examined previously for the
northern India.

Besides the characterization and impact of primary species
(Menon et al., 2002; Ramana et al., 2010; Andreae and
Ramanathan, 2013; Sahu et al., 2017; Satish and Rastogi, 2019),
there has been a deep interest globally in looking at the features
pertaining to chemical transformations occuring under ambient
atmospheric conditions (Perraudin et al., 2007; Rudich et al.,
2007; Kaiser et al., 2011; George et al., 2015; Nguyen et al., 2016;
Pöhlker et al., 2018; Rajput et al., 2018; Rajput and Gupta, 2020).
For example, a recent study assesses the secondary organic
aerosols (SOA) formation due to ozone utlizing the instrumental
variable analysis (IVA) (Rajput and Gupta, 2020). In fact, many
studies have focussed on the atmospheric reactivity and health

impacts of several types of organic compounds including the
polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs) (Ackerman et al.,
1994; Maria et al., 2004; Che et al., 2016; Ruehl et al., 2016;
Singh and Gupta, 2016; Agarwal et al., 2018). The surface layer
reactivity of PAHs with the atmospheric oxidants (e.g., O3 or OH
radical) has been found to be asociated with an enhanced cloud
condensation nuclei (CCN) activation efficiency and toxicity
(of a particle) (Perraudin et al., 2007; Kaiser et al., 2011). The
surface-layer oxidation reaction of PAHs plausibly leading to
an enhanced CCN activation efficiency is shown through a
schematic diagram (Figure 1). This study was conducted with
two major objectives: (i) to quantify the contribution of FC burst
vis-à-vis LRT-BB emissions to the total burden of pollutants
(SB-PAHs, PM2.5, O3 and CNC) above the urban background

level at central IGP (Kanpur location) and, (ii) to investigate the
association between the SB-PAHs and O3 concentrations
during day and nighttime of pre-Diwali, Diwali, and
post-Diwali periods.

METHODOLOGY

Field Campaign
A 9 day campaign from 08th Nov 2015 (local time: 10:00 h) to
16th Nov 2015 (local time: 06: 00 h) was conducted at Kanpur
site (26.30 ◦N, 80.14 ◦E, 142m amsl.) in central part of the
Indo-Gangetic Plain (IGP). In order to assess the atmospheric
chemistry and episodic emission strength from FC burst on
Diwali festival day, the entire campaign has been sub-divided
into three periods: pre-Diwali (08th−10th Nov.), Diwali (11th
Nov.) and post-Diwali (12th−16th Nov.). In this campaign, we
have measured high-resolution (1t = 1-min, n ≈ 10 k data
points) near ground-level O3, surface-bound polycyclic aromatic
hydrocarbons (SB-PAHs), and particle’s number concentrations
from 10 to 1,000 nm by condensation particle counter (referred
to as CNC, condensation nucleus concentration). For these
measurements, three online analyzers have been utilized which
were housed in the Atmospheric Particle Technology Laboratory
(APTL, first floor, ∼25 ft. from the ground) at the Center for
Environmental Science & Engineering (CESE) building in the
premises of Indian Institute of Technology Kanpur (IITK). The
APTL lab remains usually maintained at temperature ∼22◦C.
These instruments were kept nearby on a platform in the lab,
and their inlets (separated by < 1m) were allowed to sample
air from one of the windows. The window from which the
air was sampled for the real-time analysis is situated on the
rear side of the CESE building and it does not faces any direct
road emission. Relevant details on each instrumentation are
explained below:

Real-Time Measurements of Particle’s
Surface-Bound PAHs
The desktopmodel of the photoelectric aerosol sensor (PAS 2000,
Table 1, 1t = 1-min, n ≈ 10 k data points) uses a Krypton
Chlorine excimer lamp that produces photons of energy 5.6 eV
peaking at 222 nm wavelength (Niessner and Walendzik, 1989).
These photons of 5.6 eV are utilized to photo-ionize PAHs
molecules that are adsorbed onto the surface of a sampled
particle (Marr et al., 2006). SB-PAHs (unsubstituted) have lower
ionization energies and so get ionized upon exposure to photons
from KrCl lamp whereas the gas-phase PAHs have higher
ionization energies and so neither they get ionized nor be
measured by PAS (photoelectric aerosol sensor) (Seki, 1989).
Followed by ionization, an electric field removes the ejected

electrons whereas the positively charged particles are collected
on a filter element and the electric current thus generated
is measured by an inbuilt electrometer. The output signal
measured by the electrometer is theoretically proportional to
the PAHs mass collected by the filter element. It is worthwhile
mentioning here that the PAS instrument can measure only
“PM surface-bound total PAHs (SB-PAHs)” and cannot provide
PAH speciation which will require techniques such as gas
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FIGURE 1 | A cartoon mimicking tropospheric coupled system of HOx and NOx cycle involving the oxidation of CO/NMHCs/VOCs/CH4 and forming O3 that further

oxidizes SB-PAHs (and other organics) plausibly leading to the formation of CCN (cloud condensation nuclei).

TABLE 1 | Specific details of the instruments deployed in this campaign.

Parameters Instrument (Model) Manufacturer Flow rate

(LPM)

Data monitoring/

acquisition adds-on

SB-PAHs Real-time Desktop PAS

(Photoelectric Aerosol

Sensor; Model # 2000)

EcoChem Analytics 1.98 PAH DAS (Data

Acquisition System, v

6.0.0)

O3 Ozone Analyzer (Model #

49i)

Thermo Scientific 0.65 Visual monitor and

equipped with Ethernet

port

CNC CPC (Condensation particle

counter; Model # 3007)

TSI Inc. 0.7 AIM (Aerosol Instrument

Manager)

SB-PAHs, Surface-bound PAHs; CNC, Condensation nucleus concentration.

chromatography coupled with mass spectrometery (GC-MS)
or liquid chromatography coupled with mass spectrometery
(LC-MS), among others. The sample preparation followed by
chemical analysis of PAHs by GC-MS or LC-MS is time-
consuming and results into low-resolution data. Therefore, a
sensor technique viz. PAS has been utilized for continuous
monitoring of SB-PAHs in this study. The main advantages
of PAS (works on aerosol photoionization technique) are its
high sensitivity and ability to perform continuous (real-time)
measurements with a response time of < 10 s. The PAS
sensor for the detection of SB-PAHs has been developed by
EcoChemAnalytics, USA. The instrument was factory-calibrated
for measuring PAHs concentrations up to 1,000 ng m−3 (limit
of detection: 10 ng m−3) with an uncertainty of < 20%. The
instrument performance and background signal check were

routinely assessed as per technical specifications provided by
the manufacturer.

Real-Time Monitoring of O3
Ozone Analyzer (Thermo Scientific; Model # 49i, Table 1, 1t =
1-min, n ≈ 10 k data points), designated by the United States
Environmental Protection Agency (USEPA # EQOA-0880-047),
is equipped with dual cell (sample and reference) and measures
the concentration of O3 in ambient air by UV-photometric
technique. The O3 measurement technique is a well-established
technique, the details of which can be found in several papers,
e.g., Lal et al. (2000). Briefly, O3 molecule absorbs UV photon at a
wavelength of 254 nm and the quantum of absorbed UV photons
is directly proportional to the O3 concentration. The instrument
has a response time of 20 s with a detection limit of 5 ppb and can
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FIGURE 2 | Wind-rose diagram showing day-night variability pattern of wind speed (shown by different colors) and direction frequencies during the entire campaign.
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TABLE 2 | Summary of meteorological conditions (Avg. ± SD) during the period of measurements.

Variable Pre-Diwali Diwali Post-Diwali

Day-Value Night-Value Day-Value Night-Value Day-Value Night-Value

1RH (%) 57 ± 15 82 ± 4 56 ± 15 78 ± 4 66 ± 11 79 ± 5

1T (◦C) 26 ± 4 19 ± 0.5 26 ± 3.8 19 ± 0.5 22 ± 3.6 17 ± 2

1Wind (m/s) 5.0 ± 3.0 0.5 ± 0.4 11.0 ± 6.3 3.2 ± 1.6 3.9 ± 3.8 0.4 ± 0.3

2BLH (m) 1,819 ± 671 1,023 ± 458 1,811 ± 683 965 ± 589 1,373 ± 221 834 ± 364

2Sol flux (W/m2 ) 536 ± 56 N/A 545 + 61 N/A 560 ± 41 N/A

1Data retrieved from on-campus (@IIT Kanpur) weather station; 2Data retrieved from National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (NOAA). BLH represents boundary layer height

and Sol flux is solar flux.

measure up to 200 ppm. The averaging time for data retrieval was
set to 1min (= 60 s). At the inlet, a Teflon particulate filter was
mounted to not allow the entry of any particle in the gas analyzer.
The measuring principle of O3 analyzer is based on the Beer-
Lambert law. The calibration and zero checks were performed as
per the manufacturer’s specifications for data quality control and
assurance. The uncertainty on O3 measurement is < 5%.

Real-Time Monitoring of CNC
Condensation particle counter (CPC model 3007, TSI Inc.,
Table 1, 1t = 1-min, n ≈ 10 k data points) is a portable
condensation nucleus counter (CNC) which measures the
condensation nucleus concentration (CNC) in the size range of
0.01–1µm. The field performance and single particle detection
efficiency of this instrument are provided elsewhere (Hämeri
et al., 2002; Devi et al., 2013). This instrument was factory
calibrated and is capable of measuring particles concentrations
as high as 105 cm−3. The zero counts were routinely checked by
connecting the CPCmonitoring unit inlet with a High-Efficiency
Particulate Air (HEPA) filter and we were always satisfied to
conduct the measurements. The TSI CPC-3007 is operated with
isopropyl alcohol as a condensing fluid. The uncertainty of
cumulative CNC measurements by CPC was < 1%.

Lenschow-Type Analysis
The Lenschow-type analysis was carried out for each parameter
viz. O3, CNC, PM2.5, and SB-PAHs. The details of PM2.5 data
set can be found elsewhere (Rajput and Gupta, 2020). Briefly,
the hourly averaged data set was segregated into 3-different
bins corresponding to UB (urban background), UB+FC+BB
(urban background+firecrackers burst+biomass burning
contribution), and UB+BB (urban background+biomass
burning contribution) depending on their association with
wind profile and information on FC burst (on Diwali). The
north-westerly wind system favoring LRT-BB emissions was
marked for the BB contribution. The UB was represented by
the data set which has neither any contributions from FC burst
nor from the LRT-BB. For details on finger-printing of sources,
based on the analysis of air pollutants data coupled to prevailing
winds, the reference is made to the original work by Lenschow
et al. (2001).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Wind Pattern Analyses
Real-time diurnal measurements have encouraged us to look into
more detailed features of atmospheric composition variability
during the campaign. The wind direction and wind-speed (refer
to scale at the bottom, Figure 2) along with the statistics (given on
each panel) were studied through the wind-rose plot. Statistical
and data analysis have been carried out utilizing openair package
in R software (Carslaw and Ropkins, 2012). The frequency
pattern of wind along with its direction and speed are shown
here for entire sampling dates during daylights (aka daytime:
from 07:00 h to 17:00 h local time, top panel) and nighttime (from
00:00 h to 06:59 h and from 17:01 h to 23:59 h; bottom panel). The
winds for each one of the sampling dates (i.e., from 08th to 16th
Nov) are shown under the dedicated panel both for the daylight
and nighttime periods (Figure 2).

During the entire campaign, the winds were calm for most
of the nighttime hours (80–93%) with an average speed <

1m s−1, exception being on Diwali festival night (average
speed = 3.2m s−1). The wind patterns during daylight hours
suggested that on 08th and 09th Nov (pre-Diwali) winds were
easterly to north-easterly whereas on the 10th Nov (also a pre-
Diwali period) the wind-direction changed to north–to–north-
westerly. During the entire pre-Diwali period (08th−10th Nov)
the daytime wind speed was < 10m s−1. More interestingly,
the winds on Diwali festival day (11th Nov) continued blowing
from the north-west direction with some contributions from
south direction too. As far as the wind speed is concerned, it
was > 15m s−1 with an average value of 11m s−1 on the 11th
Nov (Diwali festival daylight hours). During rest of the dates
(post-Diwali from 12th to 16th Nov) the prevailed winds were
mainly north-westerly both during daylight and nighttime hours
(Figure 2). It is worthwhile mentioning that during October–
November period the north-westerly winds favor transport of
emissions from source-region of open biomass (paddy-residue)
burning, active in upwind IGP, to the downind locations and
marine atmospheric boundary layer over the Bay of Bengal
(Kaskaoutis et al., 2014; Rajput et al., 2014). Furthermore, for
the entire campaign, during daylight hours the winds were calm
for < 22% of the time, exception being on 10th Nov (calm
wind: 33%). A day-night summary of meteorological conditions
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FIGURE 3 | Air-mass cluster analysis and fire-count imageries (shown by red-circles, over source region of biomass burning) during (A) pre-Diwali, (B) Diwali, and (C)

post-Diwali periods.
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FIGURE 4 | Diurnal profile of simultaneously measured surface-bound PAHs, ozone, and CPC-based particle’s number concentration (CNC) during entire campaign.

during pre-Diwali, Diwali, and post-Diwali periods are given
in Table 2.

Fire-Count Imageries (Over the
Source-Region of Biomass Burning
Emissions in IGP) and Air-Mass Cluster
Analysis
MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer
sensor, onboard NASA Terra and Aqua satellite) fire-count
imageries (spatial resolution: 10 km) showing an intense open
biomass (agricultural-waste paddy-residue) burning activity
in north-western part of during the study period are shown
in Figure 3. This observation is quite consistent with earlier
observations reporting massive emissions of air pollutants
from agricultural-waste burning in upwind IGP (Rajput et al.,
2014, 2018). The details on land-use activity pattern and
mapping of source-region of biomass burning emissions in
upwind IGP are adopted from previous studies and shown
in the Supplementary Material. Furthermore, a GIS-based
open-source software viz. TrajStat was utilized for the air-mass
cluster analysis (Figure 3). The cluster analysis is a widely used
tool to understand the influence of cluster of trajectories on
ambient level of air pollutants at the receptor site (Bansal et al.,

2019; Rajput and Gupta, 2020). Briefly, in the cluster analysis
method, the measured air pollutant concentrations are assigned
to the corresponding trajectories and the nearest trajectories
are clustered according to an angle distance function (Sirois
and Bottenheim, 1995). Relevant details on cluster analysis are
given elsewhere (Wang et al., 2009). To carry out the cluster
analysis, a 5-day air-mass back trajectories (AMBTs, GDAS
0.5◦m, @ 1,000m above ground level) data have been utilized.
These AMBTs were retrieved from NOAA HYSPLIT (Hybrid
Single-Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory) model (Draxler
and Rolph, 2003; Stein et al., 2015).

One of the observations from Figure 3 relates that if a
trajectory cluster is passing more frequently through NW-
direction to the receptor site then it is expected to have elevated
levels of air pollutants from LRT-BB as compared to the case

when trajectories were arriving from other directions. Let us now

analyze the clusters shown in Figure 3. During Pre-Diwali period
(Figure 3A), there was very little influence of NW-air masses
(11%) but more importantly not passing through the source-
region of biomass burning emission. It is important to mention
here that these 11% NW-air masses were prevailed on 10th
Nov. Furthermore, during the Post-Diwali period (Figure 3C),
majority of air masses (81%) were originating from source-region
of biomass burning emission and arriving from NW-direction
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FIGURE 5 | Boxplot showing a summary of overall variability [minimum, maximum, median (horizontal line), and mean (filled circle)] of O3, SB-PAHs, and CNC during

pre-Diwali, Diwali, and post-Diwali periods.
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TABLE 3 | Concentration [Avg.±SD; median; range (no. of samples)] of O3,

SB-PAHs and CNC during the three events (pre-Diwali, Diwali, and post-Diwali).

Events O3 (ppb) SB-PAHs (ng

m−3)

CNC (cm−3)

pre-Diwali 26.5 ± 20.5;

17.5; 0.0–77.3 (n

= 3,652)

45.5 ± 25.1;

44.7; 9.6–134.1

(n = 3,666)

12,069 ± 1,499;

11,880;

9,088–16,652 (n =

3,126)

Diwali 33.9 ± 22.3;

29.0; 6.7–91.0 (n

= 1,380)

43.7 ± 21.3;

44.1; 5.9–80.7 (n

= 1,396)

15,689 ± 2,899;

14,454;

10,406–23,628 (n =

1,240)

post-Diwali 37.3 ± 16.0;

37.1; 0.7–134.1

(n = 5,919)

41.0 ± 12.0;

34.1; 0.0–104.3

(n = 5,767)

22,189 ± 7,831;

19,844;

9,088–65,410 (n =

5,078)

to the receptor site. Summing up, clubbing the data set from
our campaign, satellite observations on fire-counts along with
the cluster analysis, it can be summarized that the receptor site
(at Kanpur) was influenced with the LRT-BB emissions through
NW-direction (from upwind IGP) mainly during post-Diwali
and Diwali periods.

Co-variability Analysis of SB-PAHs, O3, and
CNC
The co-variability features of SB-PAHs (n = 10,829), O3 (n =

10,951), and the sub-micron particles number concentrations
(CNC, n = 9,444) are shown in Figure 4. It is evident from
this figure that the high abundance of CNC (i.e., submicron
particles, orange dots) was associated with higher concentration
of O3 (blue dots) and with the lower concentration of SB-PAHs
(black dots, Figure 4). Thus, field based observations revealed
that peaks in O3 concentration were associated with dips in SB-
PAHs concentration. This observation is muchmore pronounced
during Diwali and post-Diwali period (i.e., from 11th to 16th
Nov). Further features in this regard have been discussed in
the following section. The summary of the data set is shown in
Figure 5 and also given in Table 3. We have carried out statistical
two-tailed t-test analysis to infer about difference in measured
species concentrations during Diwali as compared to those in
Pre-Diwali and Post-Diwali periods. Accordingly, comparing the
concentrations during Diwali vs. Pre-Diwali it revealed that O3 (t
= 11.1; p < 0.0001), SB-PAHs (t = 2.4; p < 0.05), and CNC (t =
53.9; p< 0.0001) were significantly different during these periods.
Furthermore, comparing the concentrations during Diwali vs.
Post-Diwali periods it revealed that O3 (t = 4.5; p < 0.0001), SB-
PAHs (t = 6.3; p < 0.05), and CNC (t = 28.7; p < 0.0001) were
also significantly different during these periods.

Correlation Analyses of O3 vs. SB-PAHs as
a Function of CNC
A 3-D linear correlation plot is shown in Figure 6 for three
events (pre-Diwali, Diwali, and post-Diwali) and two periods

(daylight and nighttime). The first assessment on maximum
concentrations revealed that O3 was < 150 ppb, SB-PAHs is
< 150 ng m−3 and CNC is < 66 k cm−3 during the entire
campaign (Figure 6). The CNC was < 20 k cm−3 during pre-
Diwali, < 30 k cm−3 during Diwali and < 66 k cm−3 during
post-Diwali (CNC concentration pattern: post-Diwali >Diwali
>pre-Diwali). Furthermore, the maximum concentrations of
CNC were observed in nighttime hours during the post-Diwali
period (12th−16th Nov). The correlation analyses revealed that
during daylight hours, O3 and SB-PAHs were significantly anti-
correlated on pre-Diwali (R2 = 0.57, p < 0.05), Diwali (R2 =

0.71, p < 0.05) and post-Diwali period (R2 = 0.71, p < 0.05).
During nighttime hours, the anti-correlation was found to be
weak during pre-Diwali (R2 = 0.09, p > 0.05) and post-Diwali
period (R2 = 0.37, p > 0.05). However, the anti-correlation
was found to be strong during Diwali (R2 = 0.71, p < 0.05).
It is worthwhile mentioning here that a previous study has
suggested the production of ozone from firecrackers burst (Attri
et al., 2001). Summing up, the linear correlation analysis revealed
that SB-PAHs and O3 have moderate-to-high association (p <

0.05) during all the period exception being that on pre-Diwali
and post-Diwali nighttime while the anti-correlation was weak
(p > 0.05). Furthermore, the CNC concentrations showed a
large gradient in the correlation plot during Diwali and post-
Diwali (varying from ∼10 k to 65 k particles cm−3) as O3

increases and SB-PAHs decreases. However, the overall variability
in CNC during the pre-Diwali period, varying from ∼10 k to
16 k cm−3, is quite less as compared to those in Diwali and
post-Diwali periods (also refer to Figure 5). It is important to
note here that maximum CNC concentrations were observed
during post-Diwali followed by Diwali and then pre-Diwali.
Toward this, the explanation for higher abundance of CNC
during Diwali period is attributable to additional input (i.e.,
besides urban background emissions) from FC burst and LRT-
BB emissions. However, the higher CNC during post-Diwali
period was by-and-large due to additional input from LRT-
BB. It is worthwhile mentioning that the poor ventilation and
shallower boundary layer height could also be responsible for
a small fractional rise in the air pollutant’s levels during the
post-Diwali period (Table 2). The anti-correlation between SB-
PAHs and O3 could be attributable to chemical oxidation of
SB-PAHs by O3. It has been suggested previously that such
chemical reactions have implications to enhanced CCN activity
and toxicity of ambient aerosols (Perraudin et al., 2007; Kaiser
et al., 2011).

Lenschow-Type Analysis: Assessment of
Predominant Source Impact Over an Urban
Background
Before we discuss on the Lenschow-type analysis and its
application for quantifying emissions impact above the urban
background level, let us first understand the need for applying
this analysis. One of the simple ways to do that is to
look into similar type of studies (e.g., from previous Diwali
campaigns) and their conclusions drawn. There are two things
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which we need to reiterate here that (i) Diwali is celebrated
during a day in October–November period and, (ii) almost
the entire IGP experiences massive emisssions throughout
these 2 months period from LRT-BB. Now, let us discuss
briefly how the previous studies around Diwali period have
assessed the change in pollutants concentration due to the FC
burst. Previous researchers have documented very systematically
the ambient concentrations of air pollutants [both particulate
matter (PM) as well as trace gases] around Diwali period

(Singh et al., 2010; Chatterjee et al., 2013; Ambade, 2018).
For example, a study from an upwind IGP location at Delhi
has documented pollutants concentrations for 6 years from
2002 to 2007 (Singh et al., 2010). Another study from a
downwind location at Jamshedpur has documented PM and
trace gases concentrations around Diwali period in 2014
(Ambade, 2018). From a further downwind location at Kolkata
in IGP, a study has reported lots of species including metals,
ionic composition in PM10 and SO2 around Diwali period

FIGURE 6 | Linear regression analyses (p < 0.05, exception being on pre-Diwali and post-Diwali nighttime when p > 0.05) of O3 (X-axis, in ppb) vs. SB-PAHs (Y-axis,

in ng m−3) by levels of CPC-based particle’s number concentration (CNC, Z-axis in cm−3 shown on a scale at the right side of the plot) during pre-Diwali, Diwali, and

post-Diwali periods for both daylight and nighttime hours.

TABLE 4 | Lenschow-type analysis to estimate episodic source impact over the local background emission in central IGP at Kanpur.

Sr. No Event/Analysis Emission CNC (cm−3) O3 (ppb) SB-PAHs (ng m−3) $PM2.5 (µg m−3)

1 Pr-D* UB (no FC + no BB) 11,915 ± 396 28.4 ± 7.2 41.9 ± 4.8 286 ± 74

2 D UB + FC + BB 15,689 ± 2,899 33.9 ± 22.3 43.7 ± 21.3 359 ± 71

3 Po-D UB + BB 22,189 ± 7,831 37.3 ± 16.0 41.0 ± 12.0 390 ± 172

4 (Po-D–Pr-D)/Pr-D BB/UB 0.86 0.31 −0.02 0.36

5 (Po-D–D)/Pr-D FC/UB 0.54 0.12 −0.06 0.11

*In view of NWwinds on 10th Nov, for Lenschow-type analysis the data set measured only on 08th and 09th Nov are included to represent the impact of urban background (UB) emissions.

FC, firecrackers burst; BB, biomass (paddy-residue) burning emission through long-range transport (LRT-BB); D, Diwali; Pr-D, pre-Diwali; Po-D, post-Diwali.
$For details on PM2.5 data set, the reference is made to our recent publication (Rajput and Gupta, 2020).
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FIGURE 7 | Sources contributions schematic (deduced from Lenschow-type

analysis) over an urban agglomeration (Kanpur) in central Indo-Gangetic Plain.

in 2010 (Chatterjee et al., 2013). It is important to mention
here that all these aforementioned studies have compared
on a 1-to-1 basis the pre-/post-Diwali emissions with Diwali
emissions and attributed the change in a particular polutant’s
concentration on Diwali due to the FC burst. These studies
from various locations in IGP concluded that due to FC
burst the pollutants concentrations do rise by a factor of 1.5–
3 or 50–300%. However, if these previous studies (from the
IGP) would have accounted for massive emissions from LRT-
BB then the actual rise in pollutants concentrations due to
the FC burst could have been quantified. With this regional
background information, here we present an approach called
the Lenschow-type analysis which would serve the purpose of
quantifying emissions due to FC burst and LRT-BB over the
regional background.

Lenschow et al. (2001) proposed an approach in 2001 to
quantitatively estimate the contribution of PM sources spiking
pollutants concentration above the regional background level.
Their idea was basically to conduct a set of ambient PM
measurements (spatially resolved) representative of regional
background and those capturing records for episodic or long-
range transported source components. Subsequently, grouping
the data set into bins of sources corresponding to regional
background emission and then estimating the contribution of
episodic source and long-range transport was suggested in their
study. The Lenschow-type analysis (Table 4) has been carried
out to estimate quantitatively the impact of additional sources
leading to increase (above the UB) the levels of air pollutants
(Lenschow et al., 2001). It is worthwhile mentioning here that
in this study we have applied the similar approach but on a
temporally resolved ambient data set. Based on the Lenshchow-
type analysis, we have estimated that only due to FC burst
the CNC concentrations were increased by 54% whereas due
to the impact from LRT-BB the CNC concentrations were
increased by 86% over the urban background concentration

level (at the receptor site). Thus, LRT-BB emissions appeared
to be the major source (as evident from the increase in CNC
concentrations by 86% than the urban background) of air
pollution during the study period and results in enhancing the
CNC burden by a facor of 1.6 when compared to that with the
FC burst. Likewise, Lenschow-type analysis further revealed that
O3 concentrations increased by 31% and 12% due to the LRT-BB
and FC burst, respectively, over the urban background emission.
However, in sharp contrast the SB-PAHs concentrations were
found to be decreased by 2 and 6% (over the urban backgound
emission), respectively, during the LRT-BB emission and FC
burst (Table 4). Lenschow-type analysis also revealed that the
urban background concentration of daily PM2.5 was 286 µg
m−3 (Table 4). The FC burst and LRT-BB increased the daily
PM2.5 concentration by 11% and 36%, respectively over its urban
background level (286 µg m−3) (Figure 7). The application of
Lenschow-type analysis in this study from IGP has led to the new
insights of estimating the impact of additional sources spiking
the pollutants concentrations over typical emissions within an
urban agglomeration.

CONCLUSIONS

In this study, we have conducted a 9 day (from 8th to
16th Nov 2015) long real-time (high-resolution: 1min, n ≈

10 k data points) measurement campaign assessing the diurnal
profiles of SB-PAHs, O3 and CNC during pre-Diwali (8th−10th
Nov), Diwali (11th Nov) and post-Diwali periods (12th−16th
Nov). Wind analysis indicated that initially on 08th and 09th
Nov the winds were easterly–to–north-easterly with intensity
(mostly < 5m s−1) whereas from 10th onwards the winds
were predominantly north-westerly (varying from 10m s−1

to > 15m s−1). A quite similar inference has been made
based on the air-mass cluster analysis. The source-region of
large-scale post-harvest agricultural-waste burning emissions
lies in the north-west direction of the study region. Under
prevailing NW winds, the LRT-BB emissions appeared to change
the atmospheric composition and chemistry over the central
IGP. Higher concentrations of CNC, PM2.5, and O3 during
Diwali are attributable to the additional input from FC burst,
and substantial contribution from LRT-BB emissions. However,
higher concentrations of CNC, PM2.5, and O3 on post-Diwali
period are mainly due to the LRT-BB emissions.

The daily average concentrations of O3 and CNC exhibited a
quite similar pattern: post-Diwali>Diwali>pre-Diwali, whereas
the SB-PAHs showed a different pattern with the highest
concentration during pre-Diwali >Diwali >post-Diwali (trends
are confirmed based on the two tailed t-test). Their diurnal
profile also relates to the similar findings that when CNC and
O3 concentrations peaked up then the SB-PAHs showed a dip
and vice-versa. The daylight and nighttime linear correlation
analyses of SB-PAHs and O3 as a function of CNC were
carried out, and the results showed a moderate to strong anti-
correlation during the entire study period, with exceptions
being observed for pre-Diwali and post-Diwali nighttime hours
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when the correlation was weak. Based on the Lenshchow-type
analysis, it has been estimated from this study that the CNC
and O3 concentrations were increased (over UB) by 86 and
31%, respectively due to the LRT-BB emissions. Furthermore,
only due to the FC burst the CNC and O3 concentrations were
increased by 54 and 12%, respectively. Lenschow-type analysis
further revealed that FC burst and LRT-BB increased the daily
PM2.5 concentration over the urban agglomeration by 11% and
36%, respectively. However, the SB-PAHs concentrations were
found to be decreased by 2 and 6% during LRT-BB emissions and
FC burst, respectively. This study, highlighting the plausibility of
surface-layer (heterogeneous-phase) reactivity of SB-PAHs with
O3 has potential implications to enhanced particle’s toxicity and
CCN activity of aerosols over the IGP. Future studies would
be required to examine the causal inference of the chemical
reactivity of individual PAH.
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